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Abstract

Objective: Our objective is to identify requirements (i.e., quality attributes and functional requirements) for software visualization tools. We especially focus on requirements for research tools that target the domains of visualization for software maintenance, reengineering, and reverse engineering.

Method: The requirements are identified with a comprehensive literature survey based on relevant publications in journals, conference proceedings, and theses.

Results: The literature survey has identified seven quality attributes (i.e., rendering scalability, information scalability, interoperability, customizability, interactivity, usability, and adoptability) and seven functional requirements (i.e., views, abstraction, search, filters, code proximity, automatic layouts, and undo/history).

Conclusions: The identified requirements are useful for researchers in the software visualization field to build and evaluate tools, and to reason about the domain of software visualization.

1. Introduction

The identification of requirements—explicitly documented or not—is an important part of each software development project. This is also true for the construction of software visualization tools, regardless whether the objective is building of an industrial-strength tool or a research prototype.

Software systems built for a certain domain often have to meet established “base-line” requirements of that domain. These base-line requirements emerge over time and are agreed upon by the domain’s experts. The goal of this paper is to identify base-line requirements for the domain of software visualization by means of a literature survey. We assume that requirements reported (independently) by several expert sources are a good indication that tools should meet them in order to be useful and fulfill the expectations of users. The survey’s requirements are objective in the sense that they are based on a comprehensive literature review that covers the opinions stated by many experts of the domain. For the literature survey, we have mostly focused on software visualization for software maintenance, reengineering, and reverse engineering.

Even though we chose the term requirements, it is not meant to be interpreted in an overly restrictive sense. As argued by Carney and Wallnau, the terms “preference” or “desire” might be more suitable [12]. Furthermore, builders of software visualization tools cannot expect to meet all requirements equally well. In the words of Bass et al., “no quality can be maximized in a system without sacrificing some other quality or qualities” [5, p. 75]. Following this line of thought, a software visualization tool that is missing some of the requirements identified can still be satisfactory.

The requirements exposed by our survey can contribute to advance software visualization in several ways. Firstly, builders of software visualization tools can use the survey’s requirements as a starting point for requirements elicitation of their tools. Specifically, the survey can be used as a checklist to make sure that no important requirements have been missed, thus increasing the confidence of the developers. Secondly, the survey can be used to pick suitable requirements for measuring and comparing tools. An evaluation can pick (and formally) assess a set of accepted requirements to convince fellow researchers of a tool’s adequacy or superiority compared to another tool. Lastly, (idealized) requirements can drive tool research. Storey et al. believe that “surveys in any research discipline play an important role as they help researchers synthesize key research results and expose new areas for research” [59]. This survey reflects the current state of tool requirements and thus can serve to identify open and new requirements for future research directions.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the research approach that we followed when conducting the literature survey. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the requirements uncovered by the survey, separating them into quality attributes and functional requirements. Sec. 5 draws conclu-
sions and points out future work.

2. Followed Research Approach

Often surveys and reviews are conducted, or frameworks are proposed without explicitly stating the process of their creation. This makes it difficult for other researchers to judge their scope, applicability, and validity. The requirements in this survey have been identified following a process proposed by Kitchenham et al. called evidence-based software engineering (EBSE) [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>EBSE [30]</th>
<th>Our survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Converting the need for information into an answerable question.</td>
<td>What requirements should software visualization tools satisfy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tracking down the best evidence with which to answer that question.</td>
<td>Literature search of selected publications (with authors’ domain knowledge).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Critically appraising that evidence for its validity, impact, and applicability.</td>
<td>Review and classification of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integrating the critical appraisal with our software engineering expertise and with our stakeholders’ values and circumstances.</td>
<td>Application of the survey to assess several reverse engineering tools [29].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Evaluating our effectiveness and efficiency in executing Steps 1–4 and seeking ways to improve them both for next time.</td>
<td>Assessment of survey coverage, feedback from other researchers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The five steps of EBSE and how they are implemented by this paper’s survey

The five steps needed to practice EBSE are summarized in Table 1. Whereas the goal of EBSE is quite broad, its process is applicable to guide the survey. In the following, we briefly discuss each of EBSE’s steps and how it was implemented by our survey. A more detailed description can be found in the first author’s dissertation [29].

As the first step an answerable research question is defined. The question should be general enough so that a sufficient body of work applies. Our research question is: What (non-functional) requirements should software visualization tools satisfy? Step 2 involves identifying the relevant work that helps in answering the question posed in Step 1. The survey follows the ideas of systematic review, which defines an appropriate search method to ensure a sufficient coverage of the literature. To structure the survey, in step 3 the identified requirements of individual sources were grouped into suitable categories. At the top-level we distinguish between quality attributes and functional requirements. In step 4, we have so far applied the identified requirements to assess the quality of reverse engineering tools built from components [29]. Otherwise, the survey currently has no explicit stakeholders; we hope for other researchers to provide feedback and report on the usefulness of the survey for their own research.

It is difficult to evaluate literature surveys of this kind (step 5) because an exhaustive search is impossible. However, we believe that the survey’s coverage of sources is representative of the domain of software visualization research. Whereas the survey certainly has missed sources, it succeeded to identify the critical tool requirements. We encourage other researchers to identify missed sources and to critique the survey.

3. Quality Attributes

This section describes the seven quality attributes identified by the survey. Due to space constraints, we only report here a subset of the sources that our literature search identified.

Rendering Scalability A survey among users of software visualization tools has found that there is equal weight on the visualization of small, medium, and large target systems [6]. Thus, in order to accommodate typical user needs, a visualizer’s rendering speed should scale up to large amounts of data. This is especially the case for interactive systems that allow direct manipulation of graphs or diagrams. Storey et al., reporting on a user study with the SHriMP visualizer, found the following: “The single most important problem with SHriMP views was the slow response of the interface. Since SHriMP views are based on direct manipulation, users expecting immediacy were disturbed by the slow response” [62]. Armstrong and Trudeau state in their tool evaluation that “fast graph loading and drawing is essential to the usability of any visualization tool” [1]. Bellay and Gall use “speed of generation” of textual and graphical reports as an assessment criterion and experienced that “graphical views often need an unacceptable amount of time to be generated because of the layout algorithms” [7]. Bassil and Keller’s survey on software visualization tools includes “tool performance (execution speed of the tool)” as a practical aspect [6, P5].

Information Scalability Besides rendering speed, there is another scalability issue: cognitive overload of the user caused by “overplotting.” For example, hypertext navigation of reverse engineering information can suffer if the “information web” gets too large: “As the size of this web grows, the well-known “lost in hyperspace” syndrome limits navigational efficiency” [69, sec. 3.3.1]. The authors of the REforDI reengineering environment say, “very soon we recognized that due to the limited perceptivity of human beings it is very important to be able to reduce and extend the amount of visualized information on demand” [13]. Similarly, Reiss says that “practical program visualization must
provide tools to select and display just the information of interest” [49]. Examples of techniques to accomplish these goals are abstraction and filters (cf. Sec. 4). Koschke explicitly identifies both rendering and information scalability problems as major research challenges: “Scalability and dealing with complexity are major challenges for software visualization for software maintenance, reverse engineering, and re-engineering. Scalability concerns both the space and time complexity of visualization techniques, as, for instance, automatic layouts for large graphs, as well as the need to avoid the information overload of the viewer” [32].

**Interoperability** For tools to interoperate, they have to agree on a suitable interoperability mechanism in some form or another. As a consequence, research papers often directly address the question of how to achieve interoperability, without explicit stating it as a requirement first. Researchers that leverage software visualizations stress the importance of interoperability because it enables them to reuse existing functionality, for instance to (opportunistically) assemble a tool set that supports a particular reverse engineering task or process [9].

A lightweight interoperability mechanism used by many tools are (graph) exchange formats [28]. Exchange formats use simple files as a (temporary) repository for information transfer. The coupling between tools that exchange information is loose; an information producer need not to know its information consumers. Examples of popular formats to represent graphs for visualizing software structures are RSF, TA, and GXL.

Researchers have proposed different approaches to make tools more interoperable. For example, Panas et al. have implemented an object-oriented tools framework in Java [44]. Tools have to implement certain interfaces to plug into the infrastructure. The SHriMP tool uses a JavaBeans architecture [8]. This approach greatly reduced the effort to integrate it with the Eclipse framework and the Protege knowledge-management tool. Furthermore, new exchange formats can be supported by implementing a new instance of SHriMP's Persistent Storage Bean. The Common Object-based Reengineering Unified Model (CORUM) [77] and CORUM II [27] proposals strive to provide a common framework, or middleware architecture, for reverse engineering tools, encompassing standard APIs and schemas for ASTs, CFGs, call graphs, symbol tables, metrics information, execution traces, and so on. However, the more sophisticated the interoperability mechanism, the more standardization and agreement among tools is necessary.

**Customizability** Typically, tools enable customization of their functionalities via configuration files, built-in scripting support, or programmable interfaces [36]. Customizability enables to meet needs that cannot be foreseen by tool developers, for instance, if a tool is applied in a new context.

In Bassil and Keller's survey, 45% of the respondents rated the "possibility to customize visualization" as "absolutely essential" [5, F29]. The developers of the Sextant software comprehension tool say, "we conclude that software exploration tools should be extensible to accommodate for domain-specific navigation elements and relationships as needed" [17]. Even though customization seems important, tools are lacking in this respect [59]. Wang et al. conclude that "existing visualization tools typically do not allow easy extension by new visualization techniques" [72]. They have developed the EVolve software visualization framework, which "is extensible in the sense that it is very easy to integrate new data sources and new kinds of visualizations." A new visualization is realized by extending the EVolve Java framework, which already provides abstractions for bar charts, tables, dot-plots, and so on. Similarly, Reiss has analyzed why software understanding tools are often not used and concludes that "the primary reason was that they failed to address the actual issues that arise in software understanding. In particular, they provided fixed views of a fixed set of information and were not flexible enough" [50]. He also states that "since we cannot anticipate all visualizations initially, it should be easy to add new graphical objects to the system" [48]. Among the requirements that Favre states for his GSEE software exploration environment is the need for "customizable exploration" [18]. Tilley states that "users need to be able to impose their own personal taste on the user interface... The goal of environmental customizability includes modification of the system's interface components such as buttons, dialogs, menus, and scrollbars" [67, sec. 4.3.3.3].

**Interactivity** Many applications of software visualization are interactive and explorative in nature. For example, Marshall et al. state that tools that render graphs must allow the user “to manipulate it, in addition to navigate it” [38]. Wong states that tools supporting reverse engineering activities should “provide interactive... views, with the user in control” [74, Req. 15]. Koschke says that “the user needs the ability to control the logic used to produce the visualization in order to speed the process of trying different combinations of techniques” [32]. However, tool interactivity has to be balanced with suitable automation, otherwise significant reverse engineering tasks might suffer from the large number of required user interactions [13].

Among the tool features that Storey recommends for program comprehension tools are various forms of “browsing support” [57]. In her cognitive design framework, she also requires tools to “provide arbitrary navigation”[58, p. 149]. In the context of graph visualization, Herman et al. state that “navigation and interaction facilities are essential” [24].

Ducasse et al. say that “the exploratory nature of reverse engineering and reengineering demands that a reengineering environment does not impose rigid sequences of activ-
Usability Usability is a highly desirable requirement, but unfortunately very difficult to meet. In Bassil and Keller’s survey, the requirement “ease of using the tool (e.g., no cumbersome functionality)” was selected as the second most important practical aspect that software visualization tools should meet, which 72% rated as “very important” [6, P8]. The survey’s researchers report that “unfortunately, we found a disturbing gap between the high importance attached to the two aspects ease of use and quality of the user interface, and the ratings of these qualities in the software visualization tools in practical use” [6].

The evaluation of the usability of reverse engineering tools is often focused on the user interface. In Bassil and Keller’s survey, 69% believe that “quality of user interface (intuitive widgets)” is a very important requirement [6, P12]. Reiss, who has implemented many software engineering tools, believes that “having a good user interface is essential to providing a usable tool” [52]. He provides a rationalization for the user interface choices of the CLIME tool, but does not support his decisions with background literature. For the BLOOM software visualizer, Reiss emphasizes that both usefulness and usability are important: “While it is important to provide a wide range of different analyses and to permit these to be combined in order to do realistic software understanding, it is equally important to offer users an intuitive and easily used interface that lets them select and specify what information is relevant to their particular problem” [50].

Researchers have also suggested design heuristics to make a tool more usable. Storey’s cognitive framework emphasizes usefulness aspects for comprehension tools, but also has a design element that requires to “reduce UI cognitive overhead” [58, p. 149]. Storey et al. further elaborate on this design element, stating that “poorly designed interfaces will of course induce extra overhead. Available functionality should be visible and relevant and should not impede the more cognitively challenging task of understanding a program” [60]. According to Reiss, a tool’s usage should “have low overhead and be unintrusive” [51]. Especially, it should not interfere with existing tools or work practices. In order to keep reverse engineers motivated, tools should be enjoyable to use. Especially, “do not automate-away enjoyable activities and leave only boring ones” [35].

Adoptability Researchers have reported on many diverse factors—both technical and non-technical—that influence the chances of a tool to get adopted. Storey says, “although there are many software exploration tools in existence, few of them are successful in industry. This is because many of these tools do not support the right tasks” [58, p. 154]. Bull et al. state, “in any field, ease of use and adaptability to the tasks at hand are what causes a tool to be adopted” [11]. Wong believes that “lightweight tools that are specialized or adaptable to do a few things very well may be needed for easier technology insertion” [73]. He also says, “by making tools programmable, they can more easily be incorporated into other toolsets, thus easing an adoption issue of tool compatibility” [74, p. 94].

Zayour and Lethbridge point out that reverse engineering tools face an additional adoption hurdle because “their adoption is generally ‘optional’” [78] in the sense that they are not a necessity to complete, say, a maintenance task. They propose a method based on cognitive analysis to improve tool adoption, assuming that a tool that reduces the cognitive load will positively influence the users’ perception of ease of use and usefulness and thus improve tool adoption. The ACSE project (www.acse.cs.uvic.ca) identifies a number of factors that affect the adoption of reverse engineering tools, which are equally applicable to software visualizers [4]. Tilley et al. suggest that research tools might be more adoptable if they were more understandable, robust, and complete [68]. Reiss says that developers will adopt tools only if “the cost of learning that tool does not exceed its expected rewards and the tool has been and can easily shown to provide real benefits” [53].

Singer lists a number of desirable qualities for tools to improve their use; tools should be unobtrusive and lightweight; have subtle feedback and small real estate; and require no setup and training [56]. In contrast to most research tools that require some effort and expertise for installation, popular tools are easy installed or even already pre-installed [39]. Devanbu stresses that tools have to integrate smoothly into an existing process: “Software tools work best if their operation is well-tuned to existing processes. Thus, a tool that generates paper output may not be helpful in an email-based culture” [14]. Similarly, Wong says “software understanding techniques and tools need to be packaged effectively and made compatible with existing processes, users, and tools” [74, p. 93].

4. Functional Requirements

Researchers have also identified functional requirements for visualization tools. We summarize them briefly by
grouping them into the following seven requirements.

**Views** Software visualizers typically provide different views of the target software system (e.g., to satisfy the need of different stakeholders and to emphasize different dimensions of the data such as the time dimension or level of abstraction) [31] [55]. An example of integrated views is provided by Kazman’s SAAMtool, where “any node within any view can have links to nodes in one or more of the other views” [26].

Wong requires visualizers to provide views that are consistent and integrated [74, Req. 15]. He further requires to “integrate graphical and textual software views, where effective and appropriate” [74, Req. 20]. The developers of the Rigi system advocate dynamic views [75]. In contrast to static views, which only provide information that has been obtained at a certain point in time, dynamic views synchronize and recompute their information when the underlying data source changes. Blaine et al.’s software visualization taxonomy asks, “to what degrees can the system provide multiple synchronized views of different parts of the software being visualized?” [47, C.4]. Storey says, “programming environments should provide different ways of visualizing programs. . . orthogonal views, if easily accessible, can facilitate comprehension, especially when combined” [57]. Similarly, Meyers states that “there is a crucial need for programming environments that facilitate the creation of multiple views of systems” [40].

Koschke has conducted a survey about software visualization; he summarizes the responses as follows: “Most prominently, the need for multiple views in software maintenance, reverse engineering, and re-engineering is pointed out. Given multiple views, integration, synchronization, and navigation between these views while maintaining the mental map are important aspects” [32]. Bassil and Keller’s survey of software visualization tools consider “synchronized graphical and textual browsing,” which rated 62% of the respondent as “useful, but not essential” [6, F.7]. Hainaut et al. state the requirement that views should address different levels of granularity: “Multiple textual and graphical views, summary and fine-grained presentations must be available” [22].

**Abstraction** Most visualizations are based on an underlying graph model. Since the resulting graphs can become too complex to effectively visualize (cf. Sec. 5), even for small software systems, abstraction mechanisms are needed. Von Mayrhauser and Vans conclude from their studies that “maintenance programmers work at all levels of abstraction” [70] and consequently stress the “importance of the availability of information about the program at different levels of abstraction” [71]. Hierarchical graphs are a popular abstraction mechanism [25]. They allow grouping of nodes to create higher levels of abstractions, resulting in a layered view [7]. Ducasse and Tichelaar believe that “grouping several entities together is an important technique in reengineering, primarily to build higher-level abstractions from low-level program elements or to categorize elements with a certain property” [16]. According to Kazman, “a tool for software architecture should be able to aggregate architectural elements recursively” [26]. Rigi is an example of a tool that fulfills this requirement. It has “support for abstraction activities (grouping/collapsing) with an easy to use GUI” [54]. Similarly, the SHriMP tool fulfills the requirement to “provide abstraction mechanisms” by providing “subsystem nodes and composite arcs in the nested graph” [60, E3]. There are many more examples of tools that provide similar abstraction mechanisms (e.g., EDGE [43] [45], daVinci [21], and Balmas’ work [2] [3]). In Bassil and Keller’s survey about software visualization, “hierarchical representations (of subsystems, classes, etc.)” was the third-most useful functional aspect, rated by 57% of the respondents as “absolutely essential” [6, F.18]. Lastly, abstractions are also possible in the presentation of dynamic information. For instance, tools such as ISVis allow the reverse engineer to “view the trace content at different levels of abstraction (e.g., object interactions, class interaction)” [23].

**Search** Evidence of the importance of searching in software visualization is provided by a user study conducted by Storey et al., in which the authors observed that “in Rigi and SHriMP, the lack of a searching tool to find text strings in the source code definitely hindered the users” [63]. In Bassil and Keller’s survey, “search tools for graphical and/or textual elements” was rated as the most useful functional aspect of software visualization tools; 74% of the respondents classified it as “absolutely essential” [6, F.14].

However, visualization tools often have rather limited searching capabilities that go no further than searching for the labels of graph entities.² Storey et al. have surveyed a number of visualization tools and come to the conclusion that there is need for improved querying support [59].

**Filters** Filtering of information in visualization tools can be seen as a rudimentary form of (structural) querying [59]. It is an effective approach of graph visualizations to prune nodes or arcs (based on their types, or other criteria), and is supported by tools such as Rigi and SHriMP [63] [64]. According to Storey’s research, filtering helps to reduce disorientation effects by users [60, E14]. According to Riva’s experience, an important feature in Rigi is the “possibility to filter/unfilter information. This allows us to reduce the amount of visualized data and to limit our analysis” [54]. Maletic et al. describe requirements of visualization tools; one of these is to “filter out uninteresting items” [37]. Other

---

²Storey et al. report that whereas this “search on node labels was very useful” for the users of Rigi and SHriMP, there was also the problem that “some users mistakenly thought they were searching for strings in the code rather than searching for node labels in the graph” [63, sec. 6.3].
examples of filtering are pruning of traces or call trees based on specific categories [23].

**Code Proximity** Code proximity means the ability of the visualizer to provide easy and fast access to the original, underlying source code [33]. One of the criteria in Bellay and Gall's reverse engineering tool evaluation addresses code proximity as follows: "Point and click movement from reports to source code allows to access the source code representation of a specific entity in a report. The browsing of the source code can be seen as switching the abstraction level and is done often during code comprehension" [7]. Ducasse et al. state, "to minimize the distance between the representation of an entity and the actual entity in the source code, an environment should provide every entity with a direct linkage to its source code" [15].

Most reverse engineering and reengineering tools fulfill this requirement, but differ in their capabilities. For instance, Rigi supports the navigation from a node in the graph to a source file and line number, while SHriMP can visualize the source directly within the node. The TkSee search tool provides search results of different kinds (e.g., files, functions, variables, and lines in a file). For each kind of search result, the tool user has "instant access to the source code" [34, p. 78]. Code proximity is just a special case of a certain abstraction mapping. There are other mappings (e.g., between the application and implementation domains), which are also important but less well explored by researchers [41].

**Automatic Layouts** Bassil and Keller's survey asked for the importance of "automatic layout capabilities" as one of the functional aspects of visualization tools. About 40% of the survey's respondents rated this as absolutely essential [6, F10]. In fact, many visualization are less effective or practically impossible to construct without automatic layouts. Even if automatic layouts cannot be perfect, they provide a good starting point for further, manual refinement. Layouts often strive to optimize certain properties of the graph [42] [65]. Bellay and Gall say, "special layout algorithms can make a graph more readable; for example, minimizing the crossings of the arcs" [7]. The SHriMP layout adjustment algorithms allows to apply a layout without adversely affecting the layout of the original graph [58]. Different layout approaches can represent the same data quite differently (and influence their interpretation [46]).

For instance, hierarchical graphs can be visualized in a single window as a nested view (e.g., SHriMP), as a tree view (e.g., Rigi), or in separate views showing a single nesting only (e.g., Rigi). There are also 3D layouts such as Reiss' Plum framework [49].

In Koschke's survey, 78% of the users who visualize graphs are using automated layouts. This seems to support the claim that they constitute an important requirement. However, respondents complained about deficiencies such as "lack of incremental, semantic, and scalable layouts, bad space consumption, and lack of user control" [32]. Koschke also raises the issue that layout algorithms should take semantics of nodes and edges into account (e.g., in a UML class model one would expect that all inheritance links point in the same direction) [31]. Koschke recommends that the reverse engineering community should collaborate more actively with graph drawing researchers [32].

**Undo/History** Since users perform interactive manipulations that change the visualization, there should be an undo mechanism that allows them to revert to previous states. Ducasse et al. name a history mechanism, which should contain all previously performed steps of graph operations [15]. In the LSEdit graph editor, "any edit that can be done can be also undone. Any edit that has been undone can also be re-done" [64]. Maletic et al. say visualizers should "keep a history of actions to support undo, replay, and progressive refinement" [37]. Bassil and Keller's survey of software visualization tools consider both the "possibility to record the step of an arbitrary navigation" and the "possibility to return back to preceding navigation steps" [6, F22/23]. Based on their research in program comprehension, Mayrhofer and Vans believe that a tool should have a "history of browsed locations" [70].

**Miscellaneous** Other requirements mentioned by researchers are the use of colors [47] [6, F32], the ability to place annotations on graphical entities [59] [7] [60] or code [70], and to manipulate graphs, specifically zooming [6, F11] [15] [59] [37], panning [61] [24], deleting/editing of view entities [15] [7], and saving [6, F24] [37] [60].

## 5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has identified quality attributes and functional requirements for software visualization tools by means of a comprehensive literature survey. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt of a literature survey with the goal to arrive at a comprehensive list of requirements for this particular domain. Furthermore, the reported requirements are objectively derived in the sense that they represent the current consensus among researchers as reflected in the literature of the field.

This paper represents a snapshot of our work towards a comprehensive and complete set of requirements that is agreed on by domain experts. We plan to evolve our list of requirements by soliciting feedback from experts. This can be done, for example, with the help of an (online) questionnaire, which could point out requirements that have been missed or that are not universally agreed upon.
Furthermore, we believe it would be useful to expand this work towards construction of a domain-specific quality model for software visualization tools. Such a quality model would help us to elicit requirements as a starting point and augment them with metrics and benchmarks so that they can be quantified [19]. The resulting model can then be used for tool assessments and comparisons.
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